
ONSITE MAP SKILLS 
TRAINING

PARTNER SERVICES

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Primary audience: 
• Teachers

• Instructional coaches

• Interventionists

Secondary audience: 
• Principals

• Assessment coordinators

DELIVERY & DURATION

• Half day  
(two sessions per  
day maximum)

• Up to 30 participants  
per workshop

EXTEND YOUR LEARNING

As an NWEA partner, you 
can access our Professional 
Learning Online platform to 
reinforce what you’ve learned, 
develop new skills, and find 
answers to your questions.  

This hands-on training session is designed for MAP® Skills™ users who have little to 
no exposure to the assessment. Participants will be introduced to MAP Skills using a 
modular approach, which starts with an introduction to NWEA® and MAP Skills. The 
session will include a conceptual overview of the proprietary NWEA Skills Framework,  
a live product demo using an NWEA sample environment, an opportunity to experience 
the product hands-on from both a teacher’s and a student’s perspective, and the chance 
to engage in an interactive Q&A. 

What you’ll learn

 + Quickly leverage the MAP® Growth™ integration with MAP Skills to identify student 
groupings and individual “needs work” skills

 + Create and manage missions for students

 + See the skills students are ready to learn—on, above, or below grade level

 + Practice and check for learning progress and skills mastery within the core subject areas

 + Conduct searches for complementary instructional resources that correspond to skills 
students are ready to learn

 + Perform a hands-on review to track progress for students involved in  
intervention programs 

Prerequisites

Technical requirements

 + District MAP Skills license

 + All participants should have access to 
a sound-enabled workstation or laptop 
for hands-on exercises

 + Internet connectivity

 + Projector

Background knowledge

 + Experience with MAP Growth is helpful, 
but not required

Customization options
Customize your training experience by selecting one or more of the following sections as 
focus for your training session. 

Section one: NWEA and MAP Skills introduction (30 minutes)

 + Who is NWEA? What is MAP Skills?

 + Benefits of MAP Skills

 + Skills Locator, Mastery Checks, and open educational resources (MAP Skills missions)



Section two: MAP Skills for math, vocabulary, and language arts  
(two hours, hands-on)

 + Teachers’ access to MAP Skills

 + Introduction to the MAP Skills teacher interface

 + First-time user—where to begin

 + Assigning missions

 + MAP Skills heat map and reports 

 + Progress monitoring and response to intervention (RTI)

 + Overview of the student dashboard and experience

 + MAP Skills help resources

 + Product enhancement—what’s new 

Section three: MAP Skills for reading (two hours, hands-on)

 + Same topics as those covered in section two, but with a focus on reading

ABOUT NWEA

NWEA is a not-for-profit 
organization that supports 
students and educators 
worldwide by providing 
assessment solutions, insightful 
reports, professional learning 
offerings, and research services. 
Visit NWEA.org to find out how 
NWEA can partner with you to 
help all kids learn.

© 2018 NWEA. NWEA and MAP 
are registered trademarks, and 
MAP Skills and MAP Growth are 
trademarks, of NWEA in the US  
and in other countries.
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NOTE

If sections two and three are 
selected together, the estimated 
duration for the combined 
modules is 3.5 hours. We can also 
conduct an “advanced users” 
session if arranged in advance.

CONNECT

Contact your account manager, 
or call 866-654-3246 to 
schedule the learning that 
works for you today.


